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Statewide Office of Human Resources

907-450-8200 (phone)
907-450-8201 (fax)

TO:

Monique Musick, Chair, Staff Alliance

FROM:

Erik Seastedt, Chief Human Resource Officer

DATE:

March 2, 2015

RE:

Proposed Emergency Revisions to R04.07.110 Layoff, Recall and Release; &
R04.08.060.G

This is in response to your February 17, 2015 memo regarding the proposed revisions to R04.07.110 and
R04.08.060.G. I appreciate the thorough review and professional response by Staff Alliance especially
in light of the expedited timeline. Following is a brief summary of the changes that were made based on
Staff Alliance’s input and an explanation of the reasons that some of the other suggestions were not
incorporated. The subsection references are to the revised version of the re-draft which is attached.
The Definitions, which are now in subsection A, now include a definition of “authorized administrator”
as requested.
In subsection B, Reasons for Layoff, the reasons are not limited to a lack of “budgeted” funds because
that limitation would unnecessarily delay the university’s ability to respond in situations such as the
present, when projected declines in state revenue and, for example, UA’s FY17 budget, are certain.
In subsection C, Selection for Layoffs, length of service is one of several factors considered in selecting
individual employees for layoff. It does not create a seniority system. Since selection for layoff is not
based on seniority, the regulation leaves open the possibility that either an employee with longer service
in the unit, or an employee with longer overall university service, could be selected for layoff,
depending on the other factors listed.
The reference to “previously documented” employee performance was added to the re-draft of
subsection C.1 because as a practical matter, undocumented performance, whether good or bad, is
difficult to rely on when distinguishing between two or more similarly qualified employees.
In response to Staff Alliance’s comments on subsection C.2, language has been added to clarify that
affected department leadership will continue to have input into the selection for layoffs.
212 Butrovich Building PO Box 755140
Fairbanks, Alaska 99775-5140

http://www.alaska.edu/hr
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Regarding subsection D, Notice Period, we appreciate Staff Alliance’s understanding of the fiscal
situation currently facing the university. We intend to reduce all notice periods for exempt and at-will
employees from six months to three months. With respect to D.3., no change was made. That section
establishes the last day the employee is actually at work as the effective date of layoff in the event that
the University provides pay in lieu of notice. Changing the effective date of layoff in the event of pay
in-lieu of notice to be the last day of administrative leave does not enhance a department’s flexibility to
ensure coverage. Providing pay in lieu of notice is already discretionary and thus allows department
flexibility. However, if the University elects pay-in-lieu, employment terminates immediately.
In the redraft, subsection E, Alternatives to Layoff, was revised to more completely describe the
available alternatives to layoff. E.2. now reads, “A potential or notified layoff employee may be offered
a reduced or modified appointment, including a change to “term” status, as an alternative to layoff. As
with all alternatives to layoff, E.2. first requires that a layoff, that would terminate employment
completely, be authorized under the circumstances. The employee may then be offered a choice to
accept the layoff or the proposed modified appointment. In uncertain times, the judicious use of term
appointments as an alternative to layoffs may reduce the need for broader layoffs. In addition, when
positions are funded by restricted funds, such as auxiliary funds, grants or other outside contracts, it is
necessary that employees be appointed for the specified duration of the project, grant or contract.
Although oftentimes such funding is renewed and employees receive another contract, term
appointments reflect that restricted funding is subject to being modified or discontinued.
Subsection E.3 describes the circumstances in which employees may be direct-appointed to another
position as an alternative to layoff. It does not restrict an employee’s ability to compete with other
internal candidates for a position at a higher pay grade or at another university within the system.
As requested by Staff Alliance, the maximum tuition credits in subsection F.3 are increased to 15 per
semester and 30 per academic year.
The recall provisions were not changed in the redraft. Since the recall order applies to employees within
the same unit from which the employee was laid off, as well as the same job class and pay, departments
can choose which positions are most critical to recall, but in effect the same criteria used to lay off
employees from a specific job class are used for recall.
Staff Alliance also requested that employees have access to information on which layoff decisions are
based. A new sentence has been added to the first paragraph of subsection H to require that employees
receive a written explanation of the reasons for layoff and consideration of the selection factors.
In response to concerns expressed by Staff Alliance, the proposed review process in Subsection I has
been changed so that requests for review will be submitted to the Chief Human Resources Officer who
212 Butrovich Building PO Box 755140
Fairbanks, Alaska 99775-5140

http://www.alaska.edu/hr
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may assign an appropriate reviewer. Depending on the issues raised, the reviewer may decide the issues
on the materials submitted, may choose to schedule a meeting with both the employee and the unit’s
representative, or may provide for a different procedure. A layoff, unlike a termination for cause, is not
a decision that is directed at an individual employee. Thus the purpose of review in the context of a
layoff is not to require the university to demonstrate that it has cause to terminate employment; it is
primarily to protect employees and the university from those unusual situations in which the selection
criteria for layoff is applied improperly, e.g., based on illegal motivations. The vast majority of layoffs
in a widespread downsizing effort are not likely to raise such issues. The re-drafted regulation provides
a better fit between the rights at stake and the process provided. It permits a simpler review in cases that
require only a simple review, and allows for a grievance-like process in those infrequent cases where
there is an issue of illegal motivation. In those cases, the Chief Human Resources Officer would refer
the matter to a hearing before a different hearing officer. Thus the re-draft does not eliminate due
process rights, it provides for due process procedures when the request for review raises issues that
require them, and does not require those elaborate procedures when the request does not. In doing so it
better fits the process to the issue.

212 Butrovich Building PO Box 755140
Fairbanks, Alaska 99775-5140
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UAF Staff Council
Chancellor’s Cornerstone Award Ad-Hoc Committee Report

03/24/2015

Chair: Jane Groseclose
Members: Kim Eames, Constance Huizenga and Bradley Krick

The committee reviewed nominations for the Staff Make Students Count Award, and met to select the
final recommendation for the award. Colby Freel joined the committee as a representative of ASUAF
for the Staff Make Students Count Award. The committee’s recommendation has been submitted to
Statewide Administration for President Gamble’s consideration.

The nominations for the Chancellor’s Cornerstone Award were distributed to committee members on
March 30. The committee will review and meet to decide on finalist recommendations for the award.
Currently our timeline is not set.
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TOBACCO FREE CAMPUS FAQ
The University of Alaska Fairbanks declared its campuses tobacco-free to provide
a safe and healthy environment for students, employees and visitors.
Below are answers to frequently asked questions. For more information,
please contact the Fresh Air Campus Committee at uaf-tobaccofreecampus@alaska.edu.

Q. WHAT IS THE TOBACCO-FREE CAMPUS POLICY?

A. Tobacco product use is prohibited in all buildings, grounds, trails, parking garages, parking lots (except personally owned
vehicles not parked in parking garages), university-owned streets and sidewalks, and spaces leased or owned by the university.
The policy includes all of UAF’s campuses and applies to all employees, students, visitors, volunteers, contractors and vendors.

Q. WHAT IS CONSIDERED A TOBACCO PRODUCT?

A. Tobacco products include, but are not limited to, cigarettes, cigars, pipes, kreteks, bidis, other inhalable burning substances
and all smokeless tobacco and tobacco-containing products.

Q. DOES MARIJUANA FALL UNDER THIS REGULATION?

A. Use of marijuana as an inhalable burning substance is prohibited. Any use also is prohibited by federal law, other university
regulations and the student conduct code.
As a recipient of federal funds, UAF must comply with the Safe and Drug-free Schools and Communities Act and the Drug-Free
Workplace Act. So too must university employees.

Q. WHERE CAN I SMOKE?

A. The use of tobacco products is not prohibited in personally owned vehicles parked or being driven on the campus, if they are
not parked in a university parking garage. You can also smoke on public sidewalks and public rights-of-way that border a campus
and in areas within a fenced construction project in which the contractor has complete custody.
The policy does not prohibit tobacco use while inside personal vehicles; however, cigarette butts should be disposed of properly.
For other exclusions from the ban, please refer to the smoke-free/tobacco-free campuses regulation.

Q. DOES THAT MEAN I HAVE TO QUIT SMOKING?

A. No one has to quit, although quitting is encouraged.

Q. WHERE CAN I FIND RESOURCES THAT WOULD HELP ME QUIT?

A. If you are an employee looking for information to help you kick the tobacco habit, visit www.alaska.edu/benefits/tobacco-use/.
If you’d like information to help you to kick the tobacco habit and you are a student, please visit,
www.uaf.edu/chc/health-counseling-service/, or Alaska’s Tobacco Quit Line at 1-800-quit-now or online at
www.quitnow.net/alaska/. Several smart phone apps also can help you quit.

Q. WHEN DOES THE SMOKE-FREE/TOBACCO-FREE CAMPUSES POLICY GO INTO EFFECT?

A. UAF has opted to phase in the regulation during this calendar year, so it will take effect on Dec. 31, 2015.
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TOBACCO FREE CAMPUS FAQ
Q. CAN I SMOKE ANYWHERE ON CAMPUS BEFORE DEC. 31, 2015?

A. Using tobacco on campus is allowed until Dec. 31, 2015. However, smoking is prohibited within 50 feet of university
building entrances. If you use tobacco, please be courteous to nonusers and step away from buildings, air vents, walkways or
other highly traveled areas. After Dec. 31, you will only be allowed to smoke in your car.

Q. HOW SHOULD I APPROACH A PERSON WHO IS SMOKING IN AN AREA WHERE SMOKING ISN’T ALLOWED?

A. Concerns about the use of tobacco and related products should be expressed respectfully. You should courteously inform
the individual about the policy and encourage him or her to comply.
Please recognize that the change may be difficult for some people. It’s important that you share the policy information in a
nonconfrontational manner.
Possible approach: You may not be aware that the university adopted a smoke-free/tobacco-free campus regulation recently. The
regulation prohibits use of cigarettes, cigars, pipes, kreteks, bidis, other inhalable burning substances and all smokeless tobacco and
tobacco-containing products. Use is only allowed in personal vehicles. Everyone is expected to follow the policy. If you have questions,
you may contact the Fresh Air Campus Committee at uaf-tobaccofreecampus@alaska.edu.

Q. WHAT IF I NOTICE THAT THERE ARE AREAS OF CAMPUS WHERE TOBACCO USERS TEND TO CONGREGATE?

A. If there are common areas that tend to be gathering spots, please send an email to uaf-tobaccofreecampus@alaska.edu.
The committee can forward the information to the appropriate department.

Q. HOW IS THE NEW POLICY GOING TO BE ENFORCED?

A. Implementation of this prohibition relies heavily on the consideration and cooperation of both smokers and nonsmokers.
Concerns regarding violation of the policy or the regulation will be referred to the appropriate unit for review and action:
• Students — to the university student affairs representative.
• Faculty, staff and volunteers — to their supervisors.
• Contractors and vendors — to their employers and/or UAF Procurement and Contract Services.
Visitors and guests may be required to leave campus if they fail to conform to the policy or regulation.

Q. I AM A SUPERVISOR. HOW SHOULD I HANDLE TOBACCO USE ISSUES WITH MY EMPLOYEES?

A. Share the policy and explain that violating the tobacco-free campus regulation will be treated as any other violation of
campus regulation. Consider sharing resources for employees who want help with quitting. While employees are permitted
to use their regular breaks to use tobacco, they are not allotted additional break time.
If you have questions not answered here regarding employees and tobacco use, please contact Human Resources
at 474-7700.

		

For more information about this policy visit www.uaf.edu/tobaccofreecampus/.

UAF is an affirmative action/equal opportunity employer and educational institution. Produced by UAF Marketing and Communications. 03/2015
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STAFF AFFAIRS COMMITTEE
Wednesday, March 4, 2015
10:00am – Murie 330
The Staff Affairs Committee met today and discussed the item as indicated below.
Those attending in person included: Jesse Atencio, Susie Carson, Kim Eames, Jane
Groseclose, Melody Hughes, Jenel Merrifield, Sue Mitchell, Mathew Mund, Dean Ojala, and
Jeff Baxter.
The bulk of the meeting was spent discussing the emergency changes to the UA System
Layoff Policy. There is deep concern because it appears the changes virtually eliminate a
significant tool available to employees who receive a notice of layoff. Rather than using the
existing grievance process, there is a review process where an HR representative will
appoint a review official to see if there is cause for grievance. If it is determined there is no
cause for grievance, the employee will be laid off without further recourse.
There are several things wrong with this policy:
1. If an employee requests review, the appointed review official can be the very person who
made the decision for layoff in the first place.
2. The grievance process was in place for a reason and it’s not broke! It is fundamental to
an employee to ensure their layoff was not a result of legal violations (age discrimination,
for instance).
3. The review process was instated under emergency conditions which allowed this change
to by-pass shared governance. An emergency change does not seem to be merited in this
case.
As a result, the committee will draft a resolution to be considered by the full Staff Council
at the April 6 meeting.
The resolution is attached.
Thanks,
Jeff Baxter
Chair, Staff Affairs Committee
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Master Planning Committee – March Report
Submitted by Richard Machida
1.
2.

3.
4.

Thompson Drive - J. Shambare
1. Various proposals since 2005
2. Cost varied from $140k to $310k (2005 dollars) depending on materials
3. G. Newman will draft a motion to prioritize signage for the Thompson Drive entrance
4. The origin of the discussion was the installation of a “clock tower”.
Subcommittee and additional reports
North Campus
Has not met.
Skiing isn’t great but still usable.
2. Campus Landscape
Has not met.
3. Art on Campus
Has not met.
4. Sustainability
Nothing to report. The committees are being formed and implementation is starting.
5. Trails Planning
Was originally to be taken off of the agenda. The engineering students are undertaking a
redesign of the sidewalks on Yukon Drive. Design needs to be completed by the end of the
Spring Semester.
Facilities Services update
No updates at this time
Mike Ruckhaus is doing some “value engineering” as the estimates are running on the high side.
Public comment period
The Chancellor and Sherrie are chairing the Heart Walk Committee
The Heart Walk is on May 16th
Schedule
1.

5.

6.

7.
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Fresh Air Campus Challenge (FACC) Committee
Report for Staff Council Meeting #260
Members: Brad Krick, Sue Mitchell
The FACC group is now meeting every two weeks instead of every week. We met on March 5
and on March 19. The group will meet next on April 2.
March 5:
The biggest item is that committee’s idea to phase in Designated Smoking Areas has been
removed. Instead, UAF will operate under its current rules regarding smoking and tobacco
use on campus until December 31. In the meantime, FACC will work on getting the word out
regarding the change the policy (to current students and employees, to new students and
employees, and to the public) and sharing information about resources available for cessation
and for talking about tobacco use on campus.
March 19:
Carla Browning from Marketing and Communications gave the group an update on the work
that they have been doing. There is a UAF website that should be live on April 2. The website
will include links for students and employees to cessation resources. Shortly after that, there
will be a FAQ posted to the website with general information about the change to the tobacco
free campus.
On March 26, representatives from the American Lung Association will be at the Wood Center
to raise awareness about the coming change.
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Rural Affairs Committee Notes
March 11, 2015

Meeting second Wednesday of each month
x

Connect Rural Staff to Governance
o Identify/Define Centers under each campus
 Work on list of which campuses, sites fall under Rural Affairs
o Define who this committee represents and improve communication
 SFOS – Marine Advisory Program/courses, Cooperative Extension, course work
in villages primarily web‐based
 Dillingham – Serves 33 villages and 3 remote centers

x

Budget Cuts – general discussion
o COLA – Discuss changes to cost of living allocations in rural areas
 Even if budgets will not allow – needs to be in place for when budgets are
healthier
o Facilities – this could also be a priority when budgets improve

x

Videoconferencing
o How important is this to each site and what currently exists (delivering courses/service
to students)

x

No Smoking/Tobacco Use Policy
o Non‐issue for many rural campus sites – in place prior to policy or not having issue with
it
All in attendance – spoke about their area or why on committee

x
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Staff Alliance Compensation Committee Report: March, 2015
The committee met via Google Hangout on March 26. UAF attendees were Faye Gallant (chair), Bradley
Krick, and Michael Cox.
The committee discussed the best approach to compensation proposals for FY17 given the current
budget situation and uncertainty about future years. The consensus was that it was important to pursue
compensation increases even in times of furloughs and layoffs, because of the long-term compounding
impact of forgone increases to employees.
The committee is currently gathering additional information to inform the next meeting’s discussion.
Some items under preliminary discussion to explore for FY17 include:







Step increase for current employees (1 percent) with additional adjustment if needed to stay in
line with inflation
Compensation increase based on Consumer Price Index (was 1 percent for Anchorage in first
half of this year), and based on any employee contribution increases to health plan costs
Geographic differential- this has been off the table in prior years due to cost estimates from
Statewide, but the committee would like to reexamine those estimates
37.5 hour work week, without a reduction in take-home pay (same paycheck, fewer hours; an
increase in time rather than money)- this option would eliminate a planned cost increase to the
university, without devaluing employees’ time or reducing employee pay, but would mean
forgoing annual compensation increases. This option had a lot of discussion- the committee is
interested in better understanding its repercussions before bringing it to constituents for
feedback or pursuing further
Incentivize employee use of annual leave and vacation time
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Proposed UAF Policy ___________
Original Adoption: ___________
Revised: ___________
Responsible Chancellor’s Cabinet Member: ___________
Responsible Department/Office: ___________

UAF MOU/MOA Policy - DRAFT
POLICY STATEMENT
This policy offers guidance for UAF departments/units for the preparation, review and electronic storage of
memoranda of agreement (MOA) and memoranda of understanding (MOU). These two terms are often used
interchangeably; however, in many cases there are differences. This policy defines the preferred best
practices for use at the UAF campuses.
BACKGROUND & JUSTIFICATION
This policy is designed to set basic standards for centralized storage of MOA/MOUs in an electronic and
searchable format. These UAF documents will be stored in OnBase.
DEFINITIONS
Memorandum of Agreement (MOA): A legally binding document that details the obligations and
commitments of the parties and allocates and minimizes each party's risks. This can also be referred to as a
contract. Binding agreements must contain, but are not limited to: a listing of the parties involved, a
purpose/statement of work, terms and conditions, appropriate bilateral signatures, duration of agreement
and any payment terms or special provisions (as applicable). An MOA is a document written between parties
to cooperatively work together on an agreed upon project or meet an agreed upon objective. The purpose
of an MOA is to have a written formal understanding of the agreement between parties.
Memorandum of Understanding (MOU): A nonbinding agreement can be entitled a MOU. A nonbinding
agreement does not commit UAF to perform work or provide services. A MOU expresses convergence of will
between the parties, indicating an intended common line of action, rather than a legal commitment. It is a
more formal alternative to a gentlemen’s agreement, but generally lacks the binding power of a contract.
It should contain, and be consistent with, the following provisions:
●

●

This agreement does not create duties or legally enforceable liabilities or obligations for any party
nor establish a standard of care attributable to the activities associated with the subject of this
agreement.
Nothing in this agreement requires any party to commit funds or other resources.

A document that is not consistent with the above provision, commits UAF to perform services or provide
resources, or otherwise creates a duty, liability or obligation is subject to the review, approval and
execution process for MOAs or contracts.
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REFERENCES RELIED UPON
Board of Regents (BOR) Policy and Regulation:
P10.07.080 and R10.07.080 - Agreements with external academic and research entities (attached)
OnBase Document Management - Guidelines for Use - http://www.alaska.edu/records/
RESPONSIBILITIES
The agreement initiator is responsible for coordination with the appropriate responsible offices, Vice
Chancellor (VC) level office or Office of the Chancellor for the creation or renewal of a MOA/MOU. The
responsible offices and each VC Executive Assistant will serve as a liaison to assist with appropriate routing
of each agreement and will have access to the electronic database for searches and/or storage of fully
executed agreements in compliance with procedural guidelines.
Signature authority is delegated to the following responsible offices for execution of appropriate
agreements.
Type of MOA/MOU
All/Office of Record
Academic Activities
Research/Intellectual Property
Academic & Research
Rural & Community Development
Facility Agreements
Arctic Policy/Outreach

Delegation of Signature Authority
Chancellor
Provost
VC Research
Provost and VC Research
VC Rural Community & Native Education
VC Administrative Services
VC University & Student Advancement and
VC Research

Administrative review may be required by several offices, depending on the details of the agreement. Any
MOA/MOU that commits UAF resources, employees or funds, or establishes any legal rights by either party to
the agreement, must be reviewed and approved by the appropriate office prior to execution. The following
offices may review and/or approve an agreement in conjunction with the above-listed offices, as applicable.
Administrative Review
Student Exchange/Academic Partnership
Contractual Agreements
Master Agreements/Awards
Facility/Space Use Agreements
Internal Agreements/Unit Specific*

Responsible Office
International Programs & Initiatives
Procurement & Contract Services
Grants & Contracts Administration
Facilities Services (BOR approval if applicable)
Office of the Unit Dean/Director

Agreements with external academic or research entities may additionally be reviewed or require
language approved by the UA Office of the General Counsel (GC) prior to approval and execution.
*Internal agreements between UAF units/departments/programs may not require this level of review and
approval; however, are subject to unit dean or director review and approval.
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NON-COMPLIANCE
Non-compliance with the review process including approval and appropriate electronic storage of any
externally facing MOA/MOU may result in an agreement that is null and void, and therefore cannot be fully
executed by UAF/appropriate parties.
EXCEPTIONS
This policy applies to the management and electronic storage of agreements between UAF and external
entity(ies). Additionally, this policy does not include transactions, grants or agreements that are stored or
recorded separately in Banner; although in some cases there may be overlap between Banner and OnBase
for document retention, this practice is intended to securely store and search documents that may not have
a transactional record as reference. If a record is created in Banner as a result of an agreement, these
documents will typically become associated with that transactional record, facility agreement, or grant or
contract file, as applicable.
PROCEDURES
It is the responsibility of the agreement initiator to ensure all final or fully executed documents are supplied
to the appropriate VC level office or Office of the Chancellor. The Office of the Chancellor will ensure all
fully executed agreements that fit the above-listed criteria are scanned into OnBase at the appropriate
interval, and will manage the retention and purge schedule in accordance with procedural guidelines.
Agreement standards, resources and boilerplate information are available online: www.uaf.edu/mou-moa
Electronic Storage and Document Retention
Agreements must have a minimum set of criteria for approval and electronic storage in OnBase. These
minimum standards enable the electronic search functionality within OnBase.
In accordance with BOR Policy and Regulation, fully executed external MOA/MOUs with academic and
research entities will be retained no less than three years past the active duration of the agreement.
Additional retention rules may apply.
System Access for OnBase
OnBase permissions are managed by the UAF OnBase Administrator. Scanning and viewing permissions are
delegated to the responsible offices noted above. As some information is confidential in nature, access will
be approved in accordance with procedural guidelines and in conjunction with each responsible office.

POLICY APPROVED BY:

__________________________________________
Brian D. Rogers, Chancellor
University of Alaska Fairbanks

Signed:
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P10.07.080. Agreements with External Academic and Research Entities.
In addition to grants, contracts, and purchase orders that govern the conduct of funded research,
education, and services provided by and to the university, units of the university may enter into
agreements with one or more external parties. These may take a variety of forms, including Memoranda
of Agreement or Understanding, Cooperative Research and Development Agreements, Cooperative
Agreements, and agreements to participate in the activities of external entities in accordance with their
governance rules or by-laws.
(12-08-05)
R10.07.080. Agreements with External Academic and Research Entities.
No unit or individual below the level of the President or Chancellor may, without explicit
approval of the President or Chancellor, develop or sign any agreement with an external
academic or research entity on behalf of the university or any of its units.
An "agreement with an external academic or research entity" as used in this regulation means:
1. any agreement that would permit or require any university resources or employee to be used by an
external university, college, or other research entity to perform duties for the external academic or
research entity;
2. any agreement that would permit or require any university employee to collaborate in any research
or academic activity with another university, college, or other research entity;
3. any agreement that would permit or require any resources or employees of any external university,
college, or research entity to be used by this university;
4. any agreement between this university and an external academic or research entity to
cooperate in obtaining one or more grants or conducting research or academic activities in the
future; or
5. any agreement involving academic or research activity that involves the payment of money
by either this university or another academic or research entity to the other.
The Chancellors for their MAUs and all units within them, and the President for units in
statewide and for agreements at the University level, will determine the appropriate signatory authority
for any agreement between any unit of the university and an external academic or research entity.
All agreements with external academic or research entities will be reviewed by the university Office of
the General Counsel prior to approval.
The Offices of the President or Chancellor, as appropriate, will retain original copies of all external
agreements signed by themselves or representatives of their units, for a minimum of three years past
the active duration of the agreement.
(12-08-05)
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UA Choice Bi-Weekly Charges for FY16
26 Payrolls

19 Payrolls

Employee
Bi-Weekly
Charge

Dependent
Bi-Weekly
Charge

Total
Bi-Weekly
Charge

Annual
Charge

Employee
Bi-Weekly
Charge

Dependent
Bi-Weekly
Charge

Total
Bi-Weekly
Charge

Annual
Charge

Employee (EE)

$110.16

N/A

$110.16

$2,864

$150.74

N/A

$150.74

$2,864

EE + Spouse

$110.16

$127.54

$237.70

$6,180

$150.74

$174.53

$325.27

$6,180

EE + 1 Child

$110.16

$ 43.54

$153.70

$3,996

$150.74

$ 59.58

$210.32

$3,996

EE + 2 Children

$110.16

$ 78.35

$188.51

$4,901

$150.74

$107.22

$257.96

$4,901

EE + 3 or more Children

$110.16

$104.47

$214.63

$5,580

$150.74

$142.95

$293.69

$5,580

EE, Spouse, 1 child

$110.16

$171.08

$281.24

$7,312

$150.74

$234.11

$384.85

$7,312

EE, Spouse, 2 children

$110.16

$205.93

$316.09

$8,218

$150.74

$281.79

$432.53

$8,218

EE, Spouse, 3 or more Children

$110.16

$232.00

$342.16

$8,896

$150.74

$317.48

$468.22

$8,896

Employee (EE)

$65.81

N/A

$ 65.81

$1,711

$90.06

N/A

$ 90.06

$1,711

EE + Spouse

$65.81

$ 74.35

$140.16

$3,644

$90.06

$101.74

$191.80

$3,644

EE + 1 Child

$65.81

$ 21.35

$ 87.16

$2,266

$90.06

$ 29.22

$119.28

$2,266

EE + 2 Children

$65.81

$ 38.47

$104.28

$2,711

$90.06

$ 52.64

$142.70

$2,711

EE + 3 or more Children

$65.81

$ 51.27

$117.08

$3,044

$90.06

$ 70.16

$160.22

$3,044

EE, Spouse, 1 child

$65.81

$ 95.70

$161.51

$4,199

$90.06

$130.95

$221.01

$4,199

EE, Spouse, 2 children

$65.81

$112.77

$178.58

$4,643

$90.06

$154.32

$244.38

$4,643

EE, Spouse, 3 or more Children

$65.81

$125.58

$191.39

$4,976

$90.06

$171.85

$261.91

$4,976

Employee (EE)

$52.35

N/A

$ 52.35

$1,361

$71.64

N/A

$71.64

$1,361

EE + Spouse

$52.35

$58.20

$110.55

$2,874

$71.64

$ 79.64

$151.28

$2,874

EE + 1 Child

$52.35

$14.66

$ 67.01

$1,742

$71.64

$ 20.06

$ 91.70

$1,742

EE + 2 Children

$52.35

$26.35

$ 78.70

$2,046

$71.64

$ 36.06

$107.70

$2,046

EE + 3 or more Children

$52.35

$35.12

$ 87.47

$2,274

$71.64

$ 48.06

$119.70

$2,274

EE, Spouse, 1 child

$52.35

$72.81

$125.16

$3,254

$71.64

$ 99.64

$171.28

$3,254

EE, Spouse, 2 children

$52.35

$84.54

$136.89

$3,559

$71.64

$115.69

$187.33

$3,559

EE, Spouse, 3 or more Children

$52.35

$93.31

$145.66

$3,787

$71.64

$127.69

$199.33

$3,787

750 Plan

High Deductible Health Plan (HDHP)

Consumer-Directed Health Plan (CDHP)
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